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What's the point of creating a great Web site if no one goes there-or worse, if people come but

never return? How do some sites, such as America Online, EBay, and GeoCities, develop into

Internet communities with loyal followings and regular repeat traffic? How can Web page

designers and developers create sites that are vibrant and rewarding?Amy Jo Kim, author of

Community Building on the Web and consultant to some of the most successful Internet

communities, is an expert at teaching how to design sites that succeed by making new visitors

feel welcome, rewarding member participation, and building a sense of their own history. She

discusses important design strategies, interviews influential Web community-builders, and

provides the reader with templates and questionnaires to use in building their own communities.
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ProgramEPILOGUEINDEXIntroductionIt is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the

most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change—CHARLES DARWINCalling all

Community BuildersWe’re living in fluid and dynamic times. It’s easier than ever to travel the

world and stay in touch electronically with people who live far away. As a society we’re working

harder, juggling more roles, and spending more of our free time at home—exhausted from our

multifaceted lives, fearful of the violence that we see in movies, TV and video games, and

physically removed from our family, friends and neighbors. So we go online—to shop, play



games, trade collectibles, argue politics, or just shoot the breeze. The Web is becoming our

collective town square—more and more, people are turning to Web communities to get their

personal, social and profesional needs met. This translates into a tremendous opportunity for

Web community builders.I first felt the power of online communications while working at Sun

Microsystems in the mid-1980s. Soon after joining the company, my boss asked me to name

my computer, and I impulsively chose “Naima”—the title of a beautiful, haunting jazz ballad by

John Coltrane that I’d learned the night before. My public identity on the Sun intranet became

“amyjo@naima”; and within a few weeks, I started to get email from Coltrane fanatics all

around the company. They invited me to join a private mailing list, and jam with them after

hours. Because of my online identity, I’d found people who shared my passion, and that

changed my life for the better.How is a Web community different than one in the real world? In

terms of their social dynamics, physical and virtual communities are much the same. Both

involve developing a web of relationships among people who have something meaningful in

common, such as a beloved hobby, a life-altering illness, a political cause, a religious

conviction, a professional relationship, or even simply a neighborhood or town. So in one

sense, a Web community is simply a community that happens to exist online, rather than in the

physical world.But being online offers special opportunities and challenges that give Web

communities a unique flavor. The Net erases boundaries created by time and distance, and

makes it dramatically easier for people to maintain connections, deepen relationships, and

meet like-minded souls that they would otherwise never have met. It also offers a strange and

compelling combination of anonymity and intimacy that brings out the best and worst in

people’s behavior. It can be near impossible to impose lasting consequences on

troublemakers, and yet relatively easy to track an individual’s behavior and purchase patterns—

which makes Web communities notoriously difficult to manage. To complicate matters further,

the legal issues involving privacy, liability and intellectual property on the Web are just

beginning to be addressed, and will evolve rapidly over the next few years.Although the focus is

on Web communities, this book also illuminates deeper and more fundamental aspects of

community building—the social and cultural dynamics, the power of a shared purpose, and the

roles, rituals and events that bind people together into a group.Why I Wrote This BookI’ve been

building online communities for ten years; I’ve worked on AOL sites, Web zines, technical-

support message boards, Java chat room interfaces, online trading posts, and a variety of high-

end gaming environments. Again and again, regardless of technology, I’ve found myself

bumping up against the same basic issues in my work—issues like persistent identity,

newcomer confusion, etiquette standards, leadership roles, and group dynamics.So about five

years ago, I summarized these issues into a set of design guidelines, and started using them in

my consulting practice. Through conversations with community leaders, both on and off the

Web, I learned that the patterns I was seeing in virtual communities were echoed in physical

communities, and that all communities are ultimately based on timeless social dynamics that

transcend the medium of connection. In other words, people are people, even in

cyberspace.This is the book that I wish I’d had when I was first starting out. I’ve found it

incredibly useful to have a framework to help me address the basic design, technical and policy

issues that arise in community building. This framework has helped me become a more

effective and creative community designer; my hope is that it will do the same for you.How to

Use This BookIf you’re engaged in producing, designing, programming, or maintaining

communities that are based on the Web, you’ve come to the right place. This book is a

strategic handbook for community builders; it summarizes the “best practices” of successful

Web communities, and brings them to life with behind-the-scenes stories from some dynamic



and influential sites. Here, you’ll learn about the key issues that every Web community designer

faces, along with guidelines for addressing these issues within the context of your own

community. You’ll also learn which communications tools are most appropriate for your

community, and which technologies are necessary for a large-scale Web community to truly

thrive.What you won’t find here is an in-depth account of how to program a Web community,

configure specific community-building tools, create a business plan, obtain financing, or

develop an advertising or subscription strategy. The focus is on teaching you how to grow a

thriving community that will attract and sustain members, and on how to adress the design,

technical and policy issues that will inevitably arise if your community becomes a success.All

you need to enjoy and make use of this book is familiarity with Internet basics and a desire to

create or improve your own online community. You don’t need to be an expert programmer, a

sophisticated Web designer, or a savvy businessperson—although if you are, you’ll get even

more out of the ideas presented here.If you’re preparing to launch (or redesign) your Web

community, you can use this book as a planning tool to help you formulate your vision, identify

your audience, prioritize your feature set, and plan your staffing needs. Community building is a

team effort; and accordingly, this book is written to be useful to people in management,

marketing, production, programming, and design—all of whom will have input during the

strategic planning phase.If you’re running an existing community, you can use this book as a

general source of ideas and inspiration to help you meet your goals, improve and develop your

community, and better serve the needs of your members.If you’re involved in teaching or

lecturing on community design, you can use this book as a teaching tool. On the companion

Web site you’ll find some examples of class outlines, exercises and projects to complement the

book.Nine Design StrategiesThe book is organized around nine timeless design strategies that

characterize successful, sustainable communities. Taken together, these strategies summarize

an architectural, systems-oriented approach to community building that I call “Social

Scaffolding”:• Define and articulate your PURPOSECommunities come to life when they fulfill

an ongoing need in people’s lives. To create a successful community, you’ll need to first

understand why you’re building it and who you’re building it for; and then express your vision in

the design, technology and policies of your community.• Build flexible, extensible gathering

PLACESA community can begin to take root wherever people gather for a shared purpose and

start talking among themselves. Once you’ve defined your purpose, you’ll want to build a

flexible, small-scale infrastructure of gathering places, which you and your members will work

together to evolve.• Create meaningful and evolving member PROFILESYou can get to know

your members—and help them get to know each other—by developing robust, evolving and up-

to-date member profiles. If handled with integrity, these profiles can help you build trust, foster

relationships, and deliver personalized services, while infusing your community with a sense of

history and context.• Design for a range of ROLESAddressing the needs of newcomers without

alienating the regulars is an ongoing balancing act. As your community grows, it will become

increasingly important to provide guidance to newcomers while offering leadership, ownership

and commerce opportunities to more experienced members.• Develop a strong LEADERSHIP

programCommunity leaders are the fuel in your engine: they greet visitors, encourage newbies,

teach classes, answer questions, and deal with trouble makers who might destroy the fun for

everyone else. An effective leadership program requires careful planning and ongoing

management, but the results can be well worth the investment.• Encourage appropriate

ETIQUETTEEvery community has its share of internal squabbling; if handled well, conflict can

be invigorating. But disagreements often spin out of control and tear a community apart. To

avoid this, it’s crucial to develop some groundrules for participation, and set up systems that



allow you to enforce and evolve your community standards.• Promote cyclic

EVENTSCommunities come together around regular events: sitting down to dinner, going to

church on Sunday, attending a monthly meeting or an annual offsite. To develop a loyal

following and foster deeper relationships among your members, you’ll want to establish regular

online events, and help your members develop and run their own events.• Integrate the

RITUALS of community lifeAll communities use rituals to acknowledge their members and

celebrate important social transitions. By celebrating holidays, marking seasonal changes, and

acknowleging personal transitions and rites of passage, you’ll be laying the foundation for a

true online culture.• Facilitate member-run SUBGROUPSIf your goal is to grow a large-scale

community, you’ll want to provide technologies to help your members create and run

subgroups. It’s a substantial undertaking, but this powerful feature can drive lasting member

loyalty, and help to distinguish your community from its competition.Each chapter explores a

design strategy in detail, and offers guidelines and tactics for applying that strategy to your

Web community. Each strategy builds on the previous ones, and so the chapter order

corresponds to a recommended planning process (or teaching order) for community

design.Three Underlying PrinciplesBefore we plunge ahead, I want to introduce to you three

basic community design principles that underlie the ideas in this book. The first one is: Design

for growth and change (Figure 1). This might sound simple, but watch out, it’s harder than it

looks. As a community designer, one of the most damaging mistakes you can make is to over-

design your community up front and invest too heavily in a design paradigm or technology

platform that can’t easily be changed and updated. Successful, long-lasting communities

almost always start off small, simple and focused, and then grow organically over time—adding

breadth, depth and complexity in response to the changing needs of the members, and the

changing conditions of the environment.Figure 1. Design for growth and changeClosely related

to this idea is the second principle: Create and maintain feedback loops (Figure 2). Successful

community building is a constant balancing act between the efforts of management (that’s you)

to plan, organize and run the space, and the ideas, suggestions and needs of your members.

To manage this co-evolution, you’ll need to keep your finger on the community pulse—and

you’ll do this by creating and maintaining feedback loops between members and management.

These loops will keep you in touch with what your members are saying and doing, and give

you the information you need to evolve and update your features and platform.Figure 2. Create

and maintain feedback loopsThis brings us to the third principle: Empower your members over

time (Figure 3). Initially, it’s up to you to define your purpose, choose your feature set, and set a

particular tone, but as your community grows and matures, your members can and should play

a progressively larger role in building and maintaining the community culture. If you want to

grow a large and thriving community, you’ll need to develop a progressive strategy for

leveraging the ideas and efforts of your members.Figure 3. Empower your members over

timeGoing FurtherBecause the Web is ever-changing, keep in mind that the scenes and

situations presented in this book may not match what you find. Screenshots were captured

during the development of the book; upon publication and thereafter these images may no

longer be current, so check the individual Web sites for the most current information. Be aware

that practices and policies of the companies mentioned may also have changed.I’ve created a

companion Web site () to accompany this book where you can get up-to-date community

building resources, and discuss the issues raised in this book. I invite you to log on and share

your stories, ideas, and experiences with other community builders. Good luck with your project

—see you online.Chapter One. PurposeA successful community serves a clear purpose in the

lives of its members and meets the fundamental goals of its owners. Whether you’re creating a



new Web organization or refining an existing one, you’ll be more successful if you can define

and describe what type of community you’re building, why you’re building it, and who you’re

building it for.Because communities evolve, your purpose will change along with the shifting

social and economic landscape of the Web. Nonetheless, articulating your purpose up front will

help you focus your thinking and create a coherent, compelling, and successful Web

community.In this ChapterBuilding A Successful CommunityArticulate Your VisionBuilding a

Successful CommunityWhat is a successful community? Is it a big, bustling city filled with

citizens of all ages and backgrounds doing all sorts of interesting things? A collection of rabid

fans gazing at the object of their admiration? A gathering of true believers holding hands and

lifting their voices in song? A group of women seated in a circle, speaking in hushed,

sympathetic tones? Subscribers to an email list, sitting alone staring at words on a computer

screen?Any of these communities could be called successful or not, depending on how the

people who create, manage, and participate in that group define success. A book club, support

group, or mailing list might only have a dozen members, yet be considered a great success by

everyone involved because it does everything they need and expect it to. A large church or

Web portal, on the other hand, might attract thousands of members and develop a robust

social scene but be forced to shut down for not meeting the financial goals of the sponsors.To

attract members and keep them coming back, your community must serve a clear purpose in

their lives. And to get the support and resources to keep it running, your community must

deliver a satisfactory return on the investment of those who fund and maintain it.Define Your

PurposeCommunities arise for different reasons. Some form around a vision or cause, such as

Earth First, Jews for Jesus, or the anti-war movement. Others form around a charismatic figure

such as Elvis, L. Ron Hubbard, or Jesus. Other communities arise organically, such as the folks

who gather on Saturday nights at the local pub for a game of darts.Regardless of how your

community gets started, everyone involved will find it more satisfying if its purpose is clear. Ask

yourself these questions:• What type of community am I building?• Why am I building it?• Who

am I building it for?Because successful communities must keep pace with the changing needs

of their members and owners, you’ll need to ask these questions periodically as your

community grows and matures. For example, a group of professional women might start getting

together monthly for networking and support and evolve into a national organization that

focuses on career counseling and continuing education. Or a scientist might create a mailing

list to help plan a conference and then see it evolve into a way for far-flung colleagues to stay

in touch, gossip about each other, and discuss the latest findings in their field.Successful

communities evolve to keep pace with the changing needs of members and ownersFind a

Need and Fill ItYour community’s purpose will evolve, but you need to start somewhere. Plant a

stake in the ground and define your initial purpose as clearly as you can. To kick-start your

thinking, see if you can identify an ongoing, unmet need that your members have in common

and which your community is uniquely suited to address. Participating in this kind of project

takes time and effort, and unless you fulfill a real need, your members won’t be motivated to

keep coming back. As you ponder this, you may find it useful to refer to Maslow’s Hierarchy of

Needs (see page 8), which can help you focus on the basics, while keeping up with the

evolving needs of your members.The founder of GeoCities, for example, chose to address the

need of inexperienced Net users who wanted to create their own Web pages. Back in 1995,

David Bohnett noticed that a growing number of Netizens lacked the technical skills to create a

Web page, and provided the tools and infrastructure necessary to offer free home pages in a

supportive environment. Geocities soon became one of the largest and fastest-growing

communities on the Web (Figure 1.1). Now owned by Yahoo, GeoCities continues to focus on



making page building easy and accessible to everyone.Figure 1.1. Building a Home Page at

GeocitiesGeoCities pioneered the service of offering free home pages in a supportive

environment. Building Web pages is still the core activity at GeoCities.This story illustrates an

important point: people will flock to a place that delivers something they need and can’t find

elsewhere. This basic truth might seem obvious, but the Internet is littered with ghost towns

that fell prey to over-hyped expectations, cutting-edge technologies, and an overall lack of

purpose.The Needs of Your MembersPeople rely on communities in all areas of their lives

(Figure 1.2). As you define your community’s purpose, think about which areas of your

members’ lives it will serve. Is it primarily about work and career, like a professional

organization? Or is it for recreation and play, like a weekly card game? Does your community

touch on family and civic issues, like the PTA? Are spiritual, political and social concerns part

of the community’s purpose?Figure 1.2. Types of CommunitiesPeople participate in

communities to fulfill a variety of needs in different areas. Some communities focus on one

particular area—for example, a professional organization addresses work issues—while others

might function in several. Which type of community are you building? And which needs will your

community fulfill?Asking yourself these questions will help you understand the core value your

community provides. And while you can’t control what your members do, you can reward

actions that advance your purpose. In a religious community, for example, the leader might

publicly praise a member of the congregation for starting a task force to feed the homeless. By

contrast, the leaders of an online investing club might post a quarterly top-10 list of the

members whose portfolios rose most in value—something that would seem out-of-place on a

church message board.You can further clarify your purpose by categorizing your community

according to what the members have in common. In their book Net Gain, John Hagel III and

Arthur G. Armstrong defined three types of communities, and I’ve added a fourth:1.

GEOGRAPHIC, defined by a physical location like a city or region2. DEMOGRAPHIC, defined

by age, gender, race, or nationality3. TOPICAL, defined by shared interest, like a fan club,

hobby group, or professional organization4. ACTIVITY-BASED, defined by a shared activity, like

shopping, investing, playing games, or making music.If you look around the Web, you’ll find

communities whose basic purpose maps to each of these categories (and often encompasses

several). At Talk City (), a group of local and expatriate Filipinos gets together each week to

speak Tagalog (their native tongue), argue about politics, and swap recipes. Over at NetNoir (),

black singles join Club NetNoir to find that someone special. On eBay (), doll collectors meet

every Monday evening to discuss doll repair with a renowned expert. In Ultima Online (),

fantasy game players join medieval guilds, engage in spirited battles, and run their own frontier

towns.Change HappensYou may feel sure of what your community’s about, but you need to be

prepared for it to evolve over time, too. Sometimes communities change categories as they find

their core audience. For example, NetNoir started out calling itself “The Soul of Cyberspace,” a

topical community for anyone interested in worldwide African culture. As its membership grew,

the community managers discovered that most of their active members were people of African

descent. NetNoir gradually evolved into “The Black Network,” aimed squarely at the worldwide

black community, and developed a more focused business model (Figure 1.3).Figure 1.3.

NetNoir—The Black NetworkNetNoir started out as “The Soul of Cyberspace,” a topical

community aimed at anyone interested in worldwide African culture. Over time, NetNoir found

its audience and became “The Black Network,” a Web community targeted squarely at people

of African descent. Notice how the tag line, the club member photo, the May spotlight issue, the

headlines, and other elements explicitly communicate this site’s identity.iVillage went through a

similar evolution after it launched Parent Soup, a support community for parents. Not



surprisingly, iVillage found that most of their members were women, and that advertisers and

sponsors were used to marketing to a narrower demographic (specifically, women between the

ages of 25 and 45) than to parents in general. So iVillage renamed itself “The Woman’s

Network,” and developed topical “channels” aimed at women that include parenting, health,

relationships, and money (Figure 1.4).Figure 1.4. iVillage—The Women's NetworkIVillage

started as a focused support site for new parents but grew to become “The Women’s Network,”

a demographically targeted community with channels designed to appeal to the different

issues, interests, and concerns that women have.No matter how you categorize your overall

community, one thing that’s certain to happen as it grows is that subcommunities will emerge

that fall into different categories. The larger and more general your community, the more likely it

is that such subgroups will arise. At iVillage, for example, the topical channels function as

subcommunities—and smaller subcommunities crop up within each channel (See Figure 1.13).

Some are organized around shared activities, such as book clubs or investing groups; others

are based on stages of life, such as pregnancy groups, play groups, and retirement planning;

still others are based on shared goals such as losing weight, quitting smoking, or creating a

family.Similarly, some of the 41 Geocities “neighborhoods” (the basic metaphor by which the

Geocities community is organized—see ) are based on a topic or activity like cars, games,

politics, or investing; others on a geographical location like Tokyo or Paris; and still others on a

demographic group such as kids or women.Maslow’s Hierarchy of NeedsThe community

builders I’ve worked with have often found it useful to refer to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

(Figure 1.5) when trying to clarify their goals and prioritize their feature list. The Hierarchy of

Needs is the brainchild of Abraham Maslow, one of the founding fathers of humanistic

psychology. He believed that people are motivated by the urge to satisfy needs ranging from

basic survival to self-fulfillment, and that they don’t fill the higher-level needs until the lower-

level ones are satisfied.Figure 1.5. Maslow's Hierarchy of NeedsThis model for understanding

human motivation was developed by Abraham Maslow (), a humanistic psychologist who

believed that until lower-level needs are met, people can’t pay attention to their higher-level

needs. You can use these ideas to help you prioritize the features in your Web community and

to make sure you’re meeting the most basic needs of your members before offering “higher-

level” features.The following table, arranged from basic to abstract, suggests some of the forms

these needs take in both offline and online environments.Clarify Your GoalsNow that you have

a good idea of why you’re building a community, and what kind of community it should be, it’s

time to focus on what specific benefits you and your members will get out of it. A successful

community must attract and keep enough members to make it worthwhile. It must also deliver a

satisfactory return on investment to whoever is funding and/or maintaining it. If either one of

these standards is not met, the community will eventually fail. As a community builder,

therefore, you have to pay attention to both the needs of the members and the goals of the

owners.The phrase “return on investment” can obviously mean a financial investment and

return, but the principle also applies to a mailing list being run out of a private passion. In

general, the form of the investment indicates the kind of return expected. For example,

someone running a not-for-profit Web message board is investing time and good will and

wants appreciation in return. It’s important to be clear about what’s being invested, and what is

the expected return.Needs and Goals: A Three-Step Planning ExerciseThe following exercise

will help you identify the standards of success for your community and come up with a list of

goals that will help you focus your efforts, coordinate your team, and prioritize your features.

You can use the exercise before launching a new community, when preparing to make changes

to an existing community, or simply to update your thinking and refine your goals.Step 1:



Members’ Needs• Understand your members. Set aside all thoughts of business models,

technology, and brand identity, and think about your (current and potential) members. Who are

they? Are they homogeneous or varied? Are there distinct subgroups? What are their interests,

habits, and affiliations? What other communities do they belong to? Don’t worry if you can’t

answer these questions completely; you can collect more information later (see “Understanding

Your Audience”) and refine your thinking. What’s important at this stage is to start seeing your

community through the eyes of your members.• Make a list of their needs. Next, consider

members’ needs and desires. Why are they coming to your community? Are they searching for

something specific? What can your community do for them? This is a brainstorming phase, so

don’t censor your thoughts; the purpose is to write down everything you can think of that your

members might look for and possibly find in your community.• Prioritize your list. Now it’s time

to sort your list. Which of the items on your list are most central in your members’ lives? Which

would they value most highly? During this process, consider what you can actually deliver to

your members: do you have access to unique resources? Can you provide them with

something that’s not offered elsewhere? Try to select the top five or six needs that your

community can meet.Step 2: Owners’ Goals• Understand your owners. Now, turn your attention

to the people who will be funding and/or running your community (which, of course, might be

you). Who are they? Are they developing this community as a business venture? A labor of

love? A PR stunt? A research experiment? Understanding the motivations of your funding

source will help you get the support and resources you need to succeed.• Make a list of their

goals. Next, think about what your community’s owners are hoping to get out it. What kinds of

results will they be expecting, and how soon? How will success be measured? If you don’t

know the answers to these questions, ask people. Bear in mind that you may not get complete

answers, and the motivation and measurements of success may very well change over time.•

Prioritize your list. As before, it’s now time to sort through your list, select the top five or six

goals, and prioritize them from the owners’ point of view. Which are most highly valued? Which

are fundamental to success? Do some goals depend on other? Are some critical for the

continued support of the community? Be prepared to update this list periodically, as your

community goals come into sharper focus. What’s most important at this stage is to raise these

issues with whoever is funding the community.Step 3: Create a “master list” of your community

goals• Compare and consolidate the two lists. Now that you’ve identified what’s most important

to both your members and owners, it’s time to combine them into a master list of community

goals. Do any issues appear on both lists? If so, consolidate them into a single goal. Are there

contradictions? If so, take it as a signal to reconsider your plan and make some adjustments in

either your audience profile or your business model.• Create and distribute the master list.

Finally, distribute the list of community goals to everyone on the team and ask for feedback.

You’ll continue to refine this list as you learn more about who your members are and what

value your community provides to them. You’ll also want to adjust this list whenever your

business model or community ownership changes (a common occurrence in the Web

community biz).CASE STUDY: The Planning Exercise in ActionLet’s go behind the scenes at a

successful online gaming company, Origin Systems, and see how they used this exercise to

kick-start a major redesign effort.Origin’s Web site, , had been designed to support their

popular multiplayer fantasy game, Ultima Online. While that site had been appropriate for

marketing and launching the game, Origin felt that a more community-focused site would better

serve their players (Figure 1.6). So they put together a community design team (which

consisted of myself as an outside consultant, and several in-house staff members), to see what

it would take to set up such a community.Figure 1.6. Ultima Online Web Site ()The original



owo.com site was developed to support a multiplayer game (Ultima Online) before, during, and

after its launch. After the game had been running for awhile, the needs of the subscribers—and

the company—were different, so Origin redesigned the site (shown here) to include more of a

community focus.Step 1: Their Members’ NeedsBecause the community’s purpose was to both

support and promote an existing product, it had to offer something to both current and potential

subscribers. Some, but not all, of the latter group might already have played UO.From both

email and surveys, Origin knew that better customer support was high on players’ wish lists,

along with a desire to have more contact with the UO design team. Less was known about

potential subscribers, but it was clear that they would need information about the game, and to

be shown why it was worth a subscription fee.Using Maslow’s Pyramid for inspiration, the

community design team decided that providing game-specific support and information to the

existing players was the most basic community need they had to meet. A player who can’t

access the game because the servers are down, or who logs in to find that his settings have

been corrupted, won’t care about anything else until that issue is resolved.Step 2: Their

Owner’s GoalsAs Community Manager, Carly Staehlin was responsible for running the Origin

Web community. Since she had to justify her budget and staffing needs to the Origin

executives, it was crucial that she understand their goals for the project.Carly met with the

executives and asked them to describe their vision for the UO Web community, paying

particular attention to timelines and performance expectations. She also met with the “UO Live”

team, who would be maintaining the multiplayer game, and with representatives from Origin

customer support and public relations. From these meetings, she compiled a list of goals,

including some of her own based on her past experience with Web communities.Carly also met

with David Koslowski, the head of Origin’s in-house Web development team, to find out what

kinds of tools were available for building the community, and for measuring success. Armed

with this information, Carly and her team created a prioritized list of the top five goals for the

Web community. They gave this list to the Origin executives, and revised it based on their

feedback.Step 3: Their Community GoalsFinally, the community design team sat down and

compared the two lists. They noticed that both members and owners wanted to hear stories

about what was happening inside the game. They noticed that the owners wanted to develop a

large community, while the members wanted “small community” features such as personal

attention from customer support and direct contact with the UO design team.With input from

the team, Carly made a master list of community goals and distributed it to everyone they’d

interviewed. As expected, every department wanted its issues to have top priority, but

generally, everybody was happy to see their needs addressed as part of the community plan.

Carly and David now had a document that would help them choose which features and

programs to implement in the Origin Web community.Understand Your AudienceKnowing who

you want to reach is not the same as understanding your audience. To create a community that

engages your intended audience, you need to understand what makes them tick. That’s

something professional market researchers do, employing a variety of tools to get inside

people’s heads.Among the most common and useful market research tools are surveys and

focus groups. I strongly recommend working with a professional firm, if your budget allows.

However, don’t let a tight budget stop you from doing research yourself. A little testing is better

than none, and going through the process of conducting surveys, interviews and focus groups

can really help you hone your efforts.Take a SurveyA survey that’s professionally created and

run can give you reliable information about the opinions and makeup of your target audience.

Depending on the type of product or services you intend to offer, you might ask potential

members about some or all of the following:• DEMOGRAPHICS, such as their age, race,



income, and education• PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS, such as their livelihood, the

professional groups they belong to, and the conferences they attend• PERSONAL

INTERESTS, such as the books, magazines, and TV shows they enjoy and the hobbies they

pursue• COMPUTER USAGE, such as the type of computer equipment and software

applications they use and the Web sites they frequentThe key issues when conducting surveys

are sampling (who is invited to take the survey), self-selection bias (of those invited, who

actually responds), question construction (what form the questions take and what order they

are presented in), and length (how much time the survey takes to complete). The results you

get from running your own survey might not be as statistically valid as those from a

professional one, but you’ll certainly get some useful information and ideas. Here are a few

survey guidelines to get you started (see the companion Web site for further resources):• Keep

it short. Respondents will be more likely to complete your survey and give you accurate

answers if they’re not exhausted by the process. This is especially true for online surveys, given

Web surfers’ notoriously short attention spans.• Provide incentives. Your goal is to get a broad

range of people to respond to your survey. Offer something like a discount coupon, a gift or

payment, or even a chance to win a prize for participating (Figure 1.7). Otherwise, you’re likely

to get answers from avid devotees and people with a bone to pick, but you won’t hear from the

“silent majority.”Figure 1.7. Enticing Members to Fill Out a SurveyiVillage used two different

opening screens to entice its members to fill out an online survey. One approach offered the

chance to win a prize; the other simply offered the opportunity to contribute one’s opinion. In

this case, iVillage discovered that both approaches were equally effective in motivating people

to participate. If you decide to run your own surveys, you may want to experiment with different

approaches as well.• Ask simple questions first. Surveys usually start with simple, multiple-

choice questions to get the ball rolling. Save the longer, more open-ended questions for the

end.Surveys can take place on the telephone, in a mall, through email, or via interactive forms-

based Web pages (Figure 1.8). In general, email and forms-based surveys are most

appropriate for Web communities, because you know you’re reaching people who are already

online. If you were trying to bring new people online and into your community, however, phone

and mall surveys would work better.Figure 1.8. An Automated Forms-Based SurveyThis is a

sample question from an automated survey put together by Research Connections (a division

of Talk City, Inc.), a professional market research firm that has developed their own proprietary

survey tool. Firms such as this use their tools and expertise to run surveys that yield robust

(and statistically valid) results. If you can’t afford such a service, you can still learn a lot about

your audience by checking out how the pros do it and then creating and running your own

survey.So how do you choose the target audience for your survey? It depends on your goals

and the state of your community. If you’re looking for a better understanding of an existing

community, you’ll want to survey your current members. You can do this either by sending out

an email survey or by enticing visitors to your site to fill out a form.If you’re trying to expand

your membership or haven’t yet launched your community, then you’ll have to find

nonmembers, which can require some ingenuity. First, you’ll need to specify a profile for the

survey participants—their age, gender, interests, experience, and so on. Next, you’ll need to

locate people who fit this profile. Professional market research firms often have access to

special resources, such as targeted mailing lists. However, there are many ways to locate

survey participants, both on and off the Web. For instance, if your profile specifies teenagers,

you might look for survey participants at local schools, in hobby shops, at the mall, or in AOL

chat rooms. You could also place an ad in the school newspaper, on the library bulletin board,

on the message boards of an existing teen community, or anywhere else that teenagers hang



out.Focus GroupsA focus group is a sort of group interview that generally involves some

combination of specific questions, free-form discussion, and reactions to visual material. These

group interviews usually involve six to ten people who are led through a discussion by one or

two moderators that are trained to keep things moving and stay neutral about the issues being

discussed. Often, the client—in this case, you or others responsible for your community—can

observe the session and communicate with the moderators without being seen by the

participants.Focus groups are often used at key stages of a project as a “reality check” for

visual and conceptual decisions. For example, if you’re planning to run a subscription-based

Web community, you might run a focus group to see how much people are willing to pay for

your service. Or if you’re considering several different visual designs for your site, you might

show sketches to a focus group and get their reactions before finalizing your approach.Online

chat rooms are an increasingly popular way to run a focus group. Some research firms have

created customized tools that allow them to control the proceedings (Figure 1.9). However, you

can use any chat software to conduct an online focus group, as long as the software offers

private spaces, moderator capabilities, and a private messaging backchannel (see Chapter 2

for more about chat software). The issues with selecting participants for an online focus group

are similar to those of surveys—you’ll either want to use your current members, find

nonmembers who fit a particular profile, or both.Figure 1.9. An Online Focus GroupThis is the

instruction screen from Focus Connect, a customized version of the software that Research

Connections uses to conduct online focus groups. This tool allows the research firm to

customize the introductory screens and lets the moderator control the proceedingsOnline focus

groups have many advantages for a Web community. The cost tends to be lower than for an

offline group, especially if a professional firm is running it. It’s easier to get a wide geographic

reach. You can show a variety of Web images and change your visual materials with ease. And

the anonymity of being online tends to bring out more revealing answers.If you decide to run

your own online focus groups, try to choose a moderator who’s not emotionally invested in your

community, to help keep the results unbiased. Also, make sure to prepare all your questions

and materials ahead of time. But if the conversation becomes lively, don’t feel that you have to

stick too closely to your script; you can get a lot of valuable information out of a freeform

conversation.Articulate Your VisionYou know your purpose, you’re clear on your goals, and you

understand your audience. Now you need to articulate a vision that brings your purpose to life.

This vision will be realized through words, images, features, policies, and even the social

dynamics that take place within your community.It’s especially important to be clear about your

vision if you’re trying to attract a particular audience. The makers of L’Eggs pantyhose

discovered the importance of this principle in 1995, when they launched an ambitious,

expensive Web site for the purpose of fostering brand loyalty and learning more about their

market. To develop closer relationships with their customers, they included a discussion area

called “The L’Eggs Community.” Much to their surprise, the discussions quickly became

dominated by men who enjoyed wearing pantyhose and were thrilled to discover an

anonymous setting where they could trade tips and not feel so alone in their somewhat unusual

habit. The company that financed the Web site, however, was less than enchanted with this

turn of events. The women they were trying to attract were put off, and shied away from

participating in the discussions.Since then, the L’Eggs company has learned to market more

explicitly to its target demographic. But the point remains: unless you communicate your

purpose clearly, people will use your Web community in ways that you never intended.Craft

Your Mission StatementYour mission statement is the most direct expression of your

community vision. It spells out what type of community you’re building, why you’re building it,



and who you’re building it for. Not only will developing a mission statement help you crystallize

your thinking and focus your efforts, it will also make it easier for you to include other people in

the project as your community grows.The length and formality of your mission statement

depends on the requirements of your project and the standards of your organization. If you’re

starting a mailing list for a few friends, it will probably be short and informal. If, on the other

hand, you’re launching a multimillion-dollar initiative for a large corporation, you’ll almost

certainly need to develop a more in-depth document that will undergo an extensive review

process.Inside and OutsideYou want to create two different yet related versions of your mission

statement, one for internal consumption and one for the outside world. Your internal mission

statement will guide the efforts of the community-building team. Creating and running a Web

community often involves people with a variety of skills, including marketing, production,

programming, design, and management. A clear and concise internal mission statement keeps

everyone focused and gives the team a basis for making decisions about design, technology,

and policy.Your external mission statement also articulates your vision, but in a way that’s

intended for public viewing. Think of it as one of the first things that a potential community

member might read; it should clearly communicate what the community is all about and who

the intended audience is. A visitor should come away with a strong sense of the site’s purpose

and whether he or she would feel at home there.In practice, your internal and external mission

statements may not be called that. Your internal mission statement could be a portion of your

design spec, and your external mission statement might be distributed among several

documents. For instance, on the person-to-person auction site eBay, the “About eBay” page

and the “Community Values” page together form a kind of external mission statement.eBay

also provides a good example of the value of having a mission statement. The site was

founded on the principles of trust, honesty, and empowering the individual, as summarized in

eBay’s Community Values statement (). As eBay grew, well-established companies began to

approach them, wanting prominent placement on the site in return for payment. The decision-

makers at eBay rejected these requests, because their mission was to serve individual buyers

and sellers, rather than to becoming an online mall.But then Rosie O’Donnell approached eBay

about creating a program to auction items from her television show, and donate the proceeds

to charity. Rosie was already an avid eBay user, and she wanted a permanent link to her

charity auctions on eBay’s home page. This request caused a heated debate within the

company, because it violated the principle of a “level playing field” that eBay had been founded

on. After much corporate soul-searching, eBay decided to partner with Rosie, and promote her

program—partly for financial reasons, of course, but also because Rosie O’Donnell is an

individual promoting a worthy cause, rather than a faceless corporation striving to improve their

bottom line, and eBay felt that Rosie’s Charity Auctions were consistent with their basic mission

and values ().Tag, You’re ItWhile you’re creating your mission statement, give some thought to

coming up with a tagline, a sort of quick summary of what your community is all about. A good

tagline can really help you attract your intended audience. Here are taglines a variety of Web

communities have used:“Are You With Us” —Ultima Online“Take Your Place in History” —

AncientSites“Your Personal Trading Community” —eBay“The Smart Way to Get Things Done”

—Women.com“A Home For Moms in Cyberspace” —Moms Online“Home Pages and Beyond”

—GeoCities“The Black Network” —NetNoir“The Web for Grownups” —Third Age“To educate,

amuse and enrich” —The Motley Fool“Fast, free online gaming” —Heat.Net“Come for the

games, stay for the party” —Mplayer“Real Solutions for Women” —iVillage“News for Nerds:

Stuff that Matters” —SlashdotAs you can imagine, if the L’ Eggs community had used a tagline

like iVillage’s “Real Solutions for Women,” their site would have evolved in a very different way.If



your community is evolving in ways that you hadn’t foreseen, you may want to change your

tagline to reflect your changing focus. For example, iVillage used to be “Your home on the

Web…for the stuff that really matters,” and AncientSites’s old tagline was “Where History

Comes Alive.” But you’ll want to think very carefully before changing your tagline, because it

reflects your community values (which should remain relatively stable throughout the life of

your community). If your tagline is working, stick with it, especially if you’re running a highly

targeted community. For example, Slashdot, aimed at Open Source enthusiasts, has had the

same tagline for years (Figure 1.10).Figure 1.10.Slashot has a clear yet idiosyncratic tagline

that accurately reflects the personality of this highly targeted community, and it hasn’t changed

much since the site’s launch.Communicate Your BackstoryThe term backstory comes from

Hollywood; it refers to the part of a movie’s story that happened before the first frame. In Star

Wars, the backstory scrolls up the screen at the beginning (“Long, long ago, in a galaxy far, far

away…”) and sets the scene for the rest of the movie.A strong, mythic backstory can help a

culture thrive. For example, the story of the Founding Fathers is the creation myth of the USA; it

perfectly captures the values of free speech and freedom from tyranny that are so highly

valued in American culture. Telling your creation myth can be a great community-building

technique, as long as the characters, conflicts, and motivations in the story express your

community’s purpose and values accurately.Given the community-building power of a good

backstory, make sure there’s something to tell. Introduce the community founder(s),

communicate their motivation and struggles, and impart a sense of the community’s core

values. If you read the Moms Online backstory (Figure 1.11), you learn about the struggles of a

new mom and the difficulties of a small company, running on a shoestring budget and held

aloft by the efforts of passionate volunteers.Figure 1.11. Written Backstory: Moms OnlineMoms

Online—a place for mothers to get support and information—posts its backstory prominently in

the information area of the site. This story is a first-person account of how and why the

community came into being, written by the founder, and does a good job of communicating the

purpose and values of the community.Telling TalesA backstory gets spread through both

written and oral traditions. Written tradition—that is, composed texts—are great for consistency

and wide propagation. For example, the Moms Online backstory offers newcomers an easy

and engaging starting point for learning about the community. If someone wants to tell the story

to friends or link to it from another site, it’s easy to do.Oral tradition complements the written

tradition and actively builds social bonds within a community. When an old-timer tells a story to

a newcomer, their roles are reinforced, and the newcomer is indoctrinated into the shared

knowledge of the culture. Those who were once newcomers will eventually begin to tell this

story to the next wave of newcomers, and in this way help your community develop a shared

sense of history, depth and soul.The presence of symbols is a good way to create an

opportunity for storytelling. When I first logged on and explored Britannia (the mythical world of

Ultima Online), I ran across a structure marked by several large, mysterious symbols (Figure

1.12). I could have gone back to the Web site, clicked over to the Player’s Guide, and searched

for the backstory; but happily, a passerby volunteered to tell me the Ultima story. In a simple

Web-based community interface, symbols that relate to the community backstory could be

incorporated into the background art of the site.Figure 1.12. Oral Backstory: Ultima

OnlineSymbols from the backstory of Britannia (the mythical land where Ultima Online takes

place) appear throughout the site and offer opportunities for communicating the complex,

arcane history. By using such elements within the visual design of your community, you can

stimulate exchanges between newcomers and old-timers and help to keep your history

alive.Develop your Brand PersonalityVisitors will form an initial impression of your community



within the first few clicks, and you want this impression to be accurate, compelling, and

memorable. Part of the way you make sure of that is with words—your tagline, your mission

statement, and your backstory. But purpose is also communicated through your “brand

personality,” which includes how your community looks, how it’s laid out, what activities, tools

and content are featured, and how it’s staffed and managed.Your mission statement can serve

as a useful jumping-off point for developing your brand personality. Don’t be afraid to create a

vivid visual statement: the stronger your message, the more clearly your purpose will come

across and the more likely it is that you’ll attract your intended audience. For example, Parent

Soup (Figure 1.13) has a distinctive look that immediately tells parents that this is a

comfortable place to come for advice, support, and conversation.Figure 1.13. Parent SoupThe

look of Parent Soup—warm colors, hand-drawn lines and homespun graphics, images of

families and children—communicates a family-oriented, kid-friendly message and gives the site

a strong and distinctive brand personality. The message is further reinforced by the site’s main

categories, which are organized around the key stages of child development.Unlike print or

television, the brand personality of a Web community is dynamic and interactive. Defining the

look of the site is the first step, but the content generated by members and the hosting style of

the community leaders will also contribute to your community’s brand personality. We’ll be

addressing these issues extensively in later chapters—for now, just remember that developing

a brand personality for a Web community involves personal interactions as well as static

images and content.Give Them Somewhere to GoNow that you’ve made sure that you and

your visitors know what your site is about, the next step is to give the visitors somewhere

comfortable to hang out. The next chapter explains how you can create such places in your

community.Chapter Two. PLACES: Bringing People TogetherAll communities need gathering

places. Think of the corner pub, the office lunchroom, the neighborhood bookstore, the local

hobby shop, the village church, that hip downtown music club—all places where people can

gather into groups.On the Web, a gathering place can be a mailing list, a discussion topic, a

chat room, a multiplayer game, a virtual world, a web site, or some combination of these

spaces. To build a successful community, you’ll want to set up gathering places that reinforce

your purpose and meet the needs of your target audience. To accommodate growth, you’ll

need to start small and let your members have a hand in the evolution of your community.In

this ChapterPeople Are TalkingMapping the TerritoryZoned for GrowthPeople Are TalkingHow

do a group of people become a community? Are the people who show up at church every

Sunday a community? What about that group of guys shooting pool at the neighborhood bar?

Or those moms chatting on the park bench as they watch their kids play? And those Star Trek

fans, sitting alone in their living rooms, watching the same TV show week after week—are they

a community?Well, the answer depends on how you define the term. I remember being at a

conference in Los Angeles and listening to a parade of Hollywood executives brag about the

size of their “communities.” I was confused at first, until I realized that they were referring to the

people who watched their TV shows and movies. What mattered to these executives was their

ability to estimate audience size and demographics—they didn’t give a hoot whether their

“community members” were talking to each other.When it was my turn to speak, I began with

my definition of community: A community is a group of people with a shared interest, purpose,

or goal, who get to know each other better over time. By this definition, I explained, the

scattered collection of people who watch Star Trek reruns each week aren’t really a community,

because they have no way to communicate with each other. The Trekkies who meet up at

conventions, fan sites, and mailing lists, however, could be a community, because they can get

to know each other better over time.Afterwards, I was surrounded by Web-savvy conference



attendees who thanked me for pointing out that building a community involves more than

delivering content to a particular group. Over lunch, we debated the finer points of what makes

a successful community—but we all agreed that, because members have to have a way to get

to know each other, a community can’t really exist without gathering places.Choose Your

ToolsOn the Web, communities can form in mailing lists, message boards, chat rooms, or

multiplayer games—wherever a group of people can come together and talk amongst

themselves. You can bring your community to life by creating such gathering places, using

communications tools and software that ranges from simple to sophisticated. The first step is

understanding:• what types of communications software are available• what types of

applications that software is best suited for• what it takes to build and maintain gathering

places using that softwareMailing ListsMailing lists are the easiest kinds of online gathering

places to create, maintain, and participate in. Most email programs allow you to insert a group

of email addresses into the “Send to” field by typing a single word or phrase. That’s the

simplest example of a mailing list, but it’s more of a convenience than a gathering place.An

Internet mailing list goes further by allowing a group of people to share the same list. Using

network-based mailing list software (described below), one person can create a list of email

addresses and give the list its own address. Any message sent to that address is broadcast to

everyone on the list, allowing the kind of member-to-member interchange that’s necessary for

a real community to develop.When Should You Use a Mailing List?Mailing lists can be a

powerful community-building tool, used alone or in combination with other communications

tools. They’re great for Net newbies, because the participants don’t have to learn a new

interface (assuming that everyone reads email) and don’t have to “check in” somewhere to take

part in the conversation. And mailing lists are an ideal vehicle for conversations that naturally

wax and wane over time, such as a group of people who get together periodically and want to

plan their meetings and discuss the aftermath.You might also want to use a mailing list:• To

serve a small community. A mailing list can be just the thing for building a small, focused

community—a group of hobbyists, friends, colleagues, or family members, for example. My

step-father Bert, who is an avid collector of used books, belongs to a well-established mailing

list of book collectors and sellers. The list has a few hundred subscribers and generates

around 15 messages per day. People on this list exchange information, ask and answer

questions, and plan occasional get-togethers at book fairs and trade shows.• To kick-start your

community. A mailing list is often the best way to get your online community started. If it takes

off, you can always add more features and gathering places later. For example, Craig’s List ()

began as a mailing list for San Francisco events, and evolved into a robust Web site (with

several associated mailing lists) where Bay Area residents can find local jobs, apartment

listings, and events of interest.• To acknowledge your founding members. If you’re in the

process of developing a substantial community, you can create a prelaunch mailing list for your

founding members—early adopters, enthusiasts, or devotees. You’ll get to know some of your

most potentially valuable members and let them meet each other, even before your member

database is set up and configured (see Chapter 3).• For newsletters and announcements. A

regular newsletter can help you stay connected with your members and keep your community

on their radar screen. For example, GeoCities sends out a monthly newsletter that’s filled with

a mix of advertising, announcements, and member highlights. If your community is large

enough to have subgroups, you can create newsletters for each one, as iVillage does for each

of its channels. And if you’re incorporating a “build-your-own-club” service for your members—

such as Yahoo Clubs () and eCircles ()—you can include a broadcast-only or moderated

mailing list as part of your offering.Mailing lists are great for:• small groups with a common



purpose• conversations that wax and wane over time• communities that are just getting

started• newsletters and announcementsChoosing a Mailing List ServiceUntil recently, running

a mailing list involved mastering a rather arcane set of text commands. Now there are a

number of easy-to-use services—including Topica () and eGroups ()—which offer free mailing

lists to individuals and groups. Using these services, anyone can start a mailing list, simply by

filling out a Web-based form (Figure 2.1). These services are advertising-supported, which

means that advertising banners may appear on Web pages associated with your list or text ads

might be inserted into your list messages (check with each service for details).Figure

2.1.eGroups makes it easy for anyone to create their own public or private mailing list. Each

mailing list has an info page containing a mission statement, posting policy, usage stats, and

links to a member roster, a message archive, events calendar, a file upload area, and other

features.These services are fine for a small community, but if you’re running a large,

commercial Web community, you’ll probably want to have more control over the contents and

appearance of your mailing lists. To do this, you can license mailing list software from a

company like L-Soft (), or work with a third-party firm like Milo (), or Kara () who can help you

manage your mailing lists.Types of Mailing ListsOnce you’ve chosen a list service and decided

on a “door policy”—that is, whether to make the list invitation-only or open to everyone—you’ll

need to decide what kind of mailing list you want and how you’d like to run it. There are three

basic types of lists, each with a different purpose.• In an unmoderated mailing list, every

message goes to every member. Although one person creates and owns the list, no one is

officially in charge or filters the messages. Unmoderated lists are good for groups who already

know each other—such as college buddies who want to stay in touch—and people who are

collaborating on a task, such as family members planning a yearly get-together. The

disadvantage of an unmoderated list is that, with no one filtering the messages, it’s up to the

participants to keep the content appropriate and on topic.• In a moderated mailing list, the list

owner (a.k.a. the moderator) reads each message first and then decides if it should be

forwarded to the rest of the list. Often, this person also acts as host—setting a door policy,

welcoming newcomers, keeping the conversation going, and dealing with troublemakers. This

type of list works well when the members are interested in the moderator’s point of view—for

example, a book discussion moderated by the author. Moderated lists can also work for busy

people who don’t want to see every comment or for teams of people that already have a

designated leader. The disadvantage is that some members may feel that their comments are

being censored or underrepresented.• In a broadcast mailing list, the moderator is the only one

who can send an email to the list. This is similar to how the mailing list in your email program

works, except that the recipients don’t see each others’ addresses. Broadcast mailing lists work

well for newsletters, announcements, celebrity-to-fan communications, and any situation in

which a group of people need to be kept informed or reminded about events and gatherings.

The downside is that broadcast lists don’t do much to foster a community among the

subscribers, since they have no way to communicate directly with each other. For a community,

broadcast lists are best used in conjunction with other methods.Message BoardsA message

board—otherwise known as a newsgroup, bulletin board, conference, discussion, or forum—is

one of the most familiar types of online gathering place. Like mailing lists, message boards are

asynchronous, which means that people don’t have to be in the same (virtual) place at the

same time to have a conversation. Because of this, message boards can foster conversations

that happen over a period of days, weeks, and months. They’re also great for asking and

answering questions and giving the community a sense of context and history:Message board

software comes in two varieties (Figure 2.2):Figure 2.2.Choosing between threaded and linear



message boards is really a matter of personal preference; tools like ezboard allow members to

configure their boards either as threaded (upper image) or linear (lower image).• THREADED

boards start from one main topic, which branches off into a number of “threads” that are

offshoots of the original conversation, like a party that breaks up into small clusters of people.

Threaded boards are particularly well suited to Q&A-style conversations, because when

someone asks a specific question, it’s easy to see if it’s been answered. Following all the

threads can get confusing, though. Software packages that support threaded boards include

eShare () and RemarQ ().
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Applies across the board with good, practical advice. Amy Jo Kim has

collected many online community learnings and turned them into a practical, readable, and

useful book. She has distilled things down to a level where they make sense for the smallest

online community, as well as for the mega-commercial sites.So what's to like about this book?

It is well-organized. Kim has built the book around her nine down-to-earth community design

strategies with specific elements on how to execute those strategies. She stays on track.It

uses examples from both large and small sites which take this book from the realm of theory

to one of practicality.You can read all of it or one section and it makes sense. Chapter

divisions and subheads make for a pleasant browse for inspiration or to get a specific tidbit.

Graphics are used generously, but my "old" eyes had to strain a bit on the screen shots.From

a content perspective, I found myself repeatedly nodding my head in agreement with her

assessments and suggestions. She pays attention to what I feel are the three main domains of

a successful online interaction space: purpose, design, and social structures or

interactions.While the business models of online community may not yet be clear, the

mechanisms are becoming more visible. You can save a lot of wasted time and effort by using

the guidelines, pulling what is relevant, and leaving the rest for when your needs grow or

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/lDpXV/Community-Building-on-the-Web-Secret-Strategies-for-Successful-Online-Communities


change. Good book. Worth the price!Nancy White”

Mr Yannig Roth, “One of the first books to talk about web community management. When Amy

Jo Kim wrote the book, she was running Naima, a firm specialzied in the design and set up of

web communities. A lot of the communities that she talks about in the book (Heat, Ultima

Online, Castle Infinity) are (old) game communities, but she also worked with people from

Adobe, eBay, MTV or Yahoo! And interestingly, a lot of the practices that she highlights to build

and manage web communities still apply today."The focus is on teaching you how to grow a

thriving community that will attract and sustain members, and on how to adress the design,

technical and policy issues that will inevitably arise"I know the following is a big chunk of text,

but you migh want to skip some points… or you can still read the book :- Purpose: It’s

important to know why people join the community and what drives their participation. Ideally, a

virtual community’s design and tools will be adapted to this purpose. Amy Jo Kim has a great

adaptation of Maslow hierarchy of needs pyramid adapted to we communities (p.9), but she

also highlights that it’s fundamental for a community to be profitable: “A successful community

must attract and keep enough members to make it worthwile. It must also deliver a satisfactory

ROI to whoever is funding and/or maintaining it. If either one of these standards is not met, the

community will eventually fail“. On community websites like patientslikeme, you’ll understand a

purpose rapidly, and it also managed to be sustainable.- Places: It’s obvious that popular

venues for communities to gather are websites like social networks, contest platforms or web

forums. The book also talks about places that I know less of: mailing lists, message boards,

virtual world, chats… Then, Kim gives some about growth management, design and

community proximity on these venues, which is crucial to adapt to change.- Profiles: Since

“entering a new web community can feel like walking into a party full of strangers“,

communities must include ways to get to know people. People want to present themselves, and

similarly they want to discover who they’re dealing with. It’s important to note that not all

members will be curiously browsing others’ profiles and communicating with them, but

transparency is important anyway. “On the web, full disclosure is good business“, Kim says.-

Roles: Here, Kim introduces the particularly interesting concept of Membership Life Cycle. She

argues that “you can help a community flourish by providing features and programs that

support [social] roles“. Reserach has also shown that design features can activate community

participation in innovation communities, but to my knowledge research on membership lifecycle

is not extensively covered. Do you have any thoughts or papers to share on that?- Leadership:

Regarding how centralized a community’s management is, a web community needs people to

take leadership roles in both animation and controling. “For games or contests, you’ll need

support personnel who can resolve technical issues, and deal with reports of cheating and

systems hacking“, Kim says about rather centralized management sites. Also, she has a great

table that summarizes leaders’ possible roles in a community (p.163), including both official

and unofficial leadership roles.- Etiquette: When exchange and interaction is the fundamental

purpose of a community (like learning-focused communities), it’s important to have a common

understanding of the tone people will adopt. One example is the use of the formal you (vous in

French, Sie in German, usted in Spanish…). In English the problem doesn’t arise since there is

no formal you, but you must know how you talk to members: will they be offended if you have a

familiar tone? Or do they expect everyone to show closeness?- Events: According to Kim, the

three types of events are meetings, performances and competitions. These types of events

need to be planned thoroughly, but when they’re well-executed and well-attended, they will ty

together the community by bringing them together. About contests, Kim says that “the most



effective contests contribute to long-term community building [...] by reinforcing a community’s

purpose, values, and brand identity“.- Rituals: As you could see on the Membership Life Cycle

illustration, there are rituals. These might mark transitions between stages of the Life Cycle

(thus occuring only once), or they can be repeated: making a targetted recommendation,

remembering special days, mark holidays… I particularly like Kim’s paragraph The Power of

Goodbye (p.281), where she highlights that “leave-taking also offers an opportunity to ritualize

the community experience“.- Subgroups: Particularly if your community is big and has the

possibility to organize autonomously, it might be valuable to allow members to form or join

subgroups. Since “simply joining a large, general-purpose [...] community doesn’t give

someone much sense of community identity“, people might want to be part of smaller, focused

sub-groups. However, Kim stresses that this might only be valuable in later stages of

communities’ evolution.These principles are, as I think, very true today! If you think it’s too old

to be true!”

E. Lichtman, “Best book by far for online community building. I'm an independent consultant on

interactive technologies and web community building. I've read a number of books and articles

giving advice about online communities, and none comes close to matching Amy Jo Kim's.

Her book is the most exceptional in integrating human and technical considerations; describing

how sites can launch, expand and evolve; giving lots of first-hand examples; and being an

easy, fun read. I get the sense from her Naima company site that she's on the leading edge for

design and technical approaches.I'm personally working now with communities for performing

artists and software developers. This book is the only one I'm willing to carry with me on all my

customer consulting visits.”

E M Dalton, “Extremely helpful -- shame it's out of print. I borrowed this from my local library

and found it so helpful that I hunted down a used copy. It's not a technical reference, but it

provides a great overview of the elements of online community, with authentic examples from

existing communities (some of which, sadly, are now gone, but this was written before the

bubble burst). Highly recommended if you are responsible for developing and supporting an

online community, or if you are just interested in how thinking in online communities has been

developing in the early days.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Glad I read this; lots of good info. an intelligent, thorough snapshot of

community building in corporate and business environments in 2006. While dated in some

ways, many of the principles for designing and building communities are evergreen, being

rooted in the multiple realities- social, political and financial- that control the philosophy of

communities.”

Bruce Horst, “Classic book, a 'must have' for serious web entrepreneurs.. I've heard this book

quoted at numerous conferences. When I started quoting it myself I knew I needed my own

copy. The book is 10 years old, yet its principles are just as relevant today. In the fast

changing World of the Web, what does that tell you?What fascinates me about this book is the

fact that so much of it applies to offline community building as well.”

Chris Huxley, “One of the best introductions to building online communites. Online communites

exist in many forms. I'm particulalrly interested at the moment in the development of MOOCs -

the cMOOC type in particualr - and building community is a vital part of the enteprise. In her

book Amy Jo Kim demonstrates a great deal of wisdom and experience in her advice. From



dealing with growth to creating presence and roles for users there is a lot of useful material

here. While the recent book by Robert Kraut and company covers many of the same issues

Kim's text is a better introduction for people new to community building on the web.”

FMS / OMF e.V. - N. Sautter, “wonderful book - even years after the (r)evolutions. also for

offline community building relevant”

M. Boustani, “Excellent!. Amy Jo Kim is simply unique!This book goes beyond the initial

purpose, it engages you into the many connectors to Knowledge Management put in

application through the social communities.To read and use as a referrence”

The book by Amy Jo Kim has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 40 people have provided feedback.
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